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ABSTRACT
This paper describes building modeling techniques
used to analyze sustainable design solutions for a
Master Plan in the hot-humid climate of Jakarta.
Through analysis, fundamental environmental issues
are addressed and key strategies are identified in order
to construct design guidelines for a sustainable
development. Many environmental issues were
identified for the site, but this paper focuses on those
analyzed using building energy modeling techniques:
mitigating solar heat gain to buildings with optimized
massing and block orientation, maximizing air flow
and daylight potential through street alignment and
width, and optimized shading strategies to prevent heat
gain and the urban heat island effect. These strategies
result in an aggregate increase in comfort and decrease
in the percentage of time cooling is annually required.

INTRODUCTION
Jakarta is experiencing rapid, unsustainable growth
and is located in a coastal region that is susceptible to
impacts of climate change. Pollution, flooding, the
urban heat island effect, and energy inefficiency are
impacting the quality of life for Jakartans. More
sustainable urban growth patterns can help to reduce
the impact of growth on the local ecosystem.
The master plan design for this suburban neighborhood
strategically increases the density of housing from
villas to townhomes and mid-rise multiunit complexes,
particularly around centralized nodes that will be able
to support efficient public transit systems. Building
modeling was used to drive the form of the master plan
including the spacing and orientation of the streets and
buildings. Urban Design Guidelines were developed
for the local architects using climate information and
building modeling to optimize shading strategies.

MASTER PLAN LAYOUT: SOLAR HEAT
GAIN REDUCTION
Solar heat gain is one component of the total building
thermal heat gain that contribute to cooling loads.
Buildings can limit the amount of solar heat gain
transferred to the interior through a combination of
strategies that involve material selection and façade
detailing, but prior to these decisions, building
orientation can reduce the amount of solar radiation a
building receives.
Optimal Solar Orientation
The impact of building orientation on solar heat gain
reduction fluctuates with the climate conditions and
form of the building. For example, climates that
regularly have overcast skies or low levels of direct
solar radiation (averaging less than 1,000 W/m2) may
not see an impact from shifting the building
orientation. Additionally, surface area ratios play a
large part in the effectiveness of the optimal
orientation strategy. Buildings that are only one or two
stories tall and have the majority of the surface area on
the roof will have similar amounts of solar heat gain
regardless of orientation. Square buildings that have
similar amounts of vertical surface area on all
elevations will also fail to see an impact from changes
in orientation. At the master plan level, it is also
important to consider the configuration of the
buildings within the block and the impact of adjacent
buildings. Identifying the optimal orientation for
buildings within the master plan can help to develop
the street grid axis.
In Jakarta, levels of direct solar radiation are high
enough throughout the year for orientation to have an
impact on solar heat gain. The most common design
typology featured in the master plan is a 3 to 4 story
townhome which forms a long rectangular building
when grouped together in a typical block. Autodesk
Weather Tool was used, with a 12-month cooling load
input, to determine the annual average optimal
building orientation to minimize annual solar gain. The
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results for a single rectangular building is 165°, since
the east and west receive more direct solar exposure
when the sun is low in the morning and afternoon than
the south does when it is exposed to the very high
midday sun (Figure 1). This optimal orientation angle
is 15° east from due south because the sunlight is
strongest in Jakarta in the morning when the sky is
very clear, and slightly angling the building to the east
helps to increase the incident angle of the sun to the
vertical facades and reduce direct solar exposure.

Figure 2 Annual Solar Access per Façade in Jakarta
(Ecotect, 2010)

Figure 1 Optimal Building Orientation (Weather Tool,
2010)
Using Ecotect to determine the average daily incident
solar radiation per façade, Figure 2 shows the resulting
façade exposure throughout the day and year. Eastern
facades, which receive the most exposure, should be
minimized by elongating the building on the east-west
axis to avoid excess solar heat gain to the buildings.
The four charts on the bottom in Figure 2 reflect a -15°
change from the four on the top. The result of this
angle, determined in the optimum orientation chart
(Figure 1), is an annual average decrease in solar
radiation for the four building orientations of about
1%, however the percentage reduction in direct solar
radiation is up to 8%.

Due to the townhouse and multi-family residential unit
typology that is prevalent in the master plan design,
solar radiation reduction at the block scale was
important. Using Autodesk Ecotect, two different
residential typologies, “Medium Density” and “High
Density”, were analyzed to confirm the block
orientation (Figure 3 on the following page). For both
schemes, exposure on the north-south oriented
buildings is reduced when compared to the east-west
orientation. The long block receives continuous solar
radiation on the north and south, but the east and west
surfaces are exposed only for a small portion of the
day. The Medium Density scheme has a decrease in
solar radiation of 7% from the east-west buildings to
the north-south building, and the High Density scheme
has a reduction of 9%. In general, the more vertical
surface area a scheme has, the greater the difference
between the solar radiation for the different
orientations. The study confirmed that the blocks
oriented east-west that contain north-south buildings
are best for limiting solar gain. Solar control will also
be much easier on glazed building fronts facing north
and south.
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Figure 3 Analysis Block Orientation (Ecotect, 2010)

Figure 4 Daylight Analysis, June, 12:00pm (Radiance)

Drawing upon the information about block orientation
and the -15° optimal angle from the studies in Figures
1-3, the master plan street grid was laid out with major
streets running east-west (technically -15° off) and the
minor alleyways running north-south to minimize solar
heat gain throughout the design.

Using a uniform design sky with an illumenance of
17500 lux, a baseline daylight factor of 2 (equivalent
to 350 lux) was set as a target based on U.S. Federal
High Performance and Sustainable Buildings Criteria.
The three buildings on the left in Figure 4 have a
window height equal to the room height, width and
depth, shown as 1H. The buildings on the right have a
window height equal to 1/2 the room height, width and
depth.

MASTER PLAN LAYOUT: DAYLIGHT
Daylight access can help to increase the visual comfort
of interior spaces and reduce electrical lighting energy
which can make up 4% to over 30% of total energy
loads depending on the building type and location.
Daylight has been linked to an increase in work
performance and health (Kats, 2003). Standards for
daylight access exist for buildings and can earn a credit
under the LEED Building Design and Construction
rating systems, and although daylight standards for
master plans are less common, planning guidelines
often use setbacks and building height limits to enable
daylight access.

In study #2, the distance between the two buildings is
equal to their height. This ratio allows good daylight
access when the widow height is also equal to 1H. For
areas of the Master Plan that have narrower alleyways,
daylight can be maximized by increasing the height of
the window, introducing light shelves, decreasing
room depth, and using light colored interior surfaces to
reflect light deeper into rooms. Table 1 on the
following page summarizes the findings of the daylight
studies and their implementation as design guidelines.

Building Spacing
The studies performed for the Jakarta Master Plan go a
step beyond standard planning guidelines and suggest
that building spacing and window sizes can be
optimized for daylight access. Building spacing has a
direct correlation with daylight. As the building
spacing increases, interior daylight access improves.
Figure 4 shows one of the studies that demonstrates
this theory.
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Table 1 Daylight Study Summary
STUDY
#

ACHIEVES
BUILDING
WINDOW
ROOM
SPACING
HEIGHT
AVERAGE
(RELATIVE (RELATIVE
DAYLIGHT
TO
TO
FACTOR
BUILDING
BUILDING
OF 2 FOR <
HEIGHT)
HEIGHT)
50% OF
THE ROOM
1 Left
Yes
2.0 H
1.0 H
1 Right
Yes
2.0 H
0.25 H
2 Left
Yes
1.0 H
1.0 H
2 Right
No
1.0 H
0.25 H
3 Left
No
0.25 H
1.0 H
3 Right
No
0.25 H
0.25H
Resulting Building Design Guidelines:
Building height to street width ratio of 1 should be achieved
when possible in buildings where floor to ceiling glass is
desired. In residential mid-rise buildings where the glazing
may be reduced for thermal performance or design
aesthetics, the street width to building height ratio should
increase to achieve a 1.5:1 or 2:1 ratio depending on the
window heights to achieve adequate daylight levels.

Tall buildings can help add needed density to a city,
but the standard block form can limit daylight access.
Cutting out portions of the building mass, as seen in
Figure 5 can help to increase the daylight access to
neighboring buildings. Provisions for mandatory solar
envelope daylight studies for buildings that don’t
comply with the street width to building height ratios
in Table 1 were incorporated into the Design
Guidelines.
Access to daylight can be increase in blocks of taller
buildings that are located on narrower streets by
carving out portions of the block, shaping buildings or
limiting building depth as shown in Figure 5 at the
right.

Figure 5 Solar Envelope Diagrams Contrasting
Typical and Improved Designs for Daylight Access

MASTER PLAN LAYOUT: WIND
CONSIDERATIONS
Based on the ASHRAE 55 Comfort Model defined in
Table 2 below, for adaptive comfort, natural
ventilation improves comfort 54% of the year (shown
in the psychometric chart from Autodesk Weather Tool
in Figure 6 on the following page).
Table 2 Adaptive Comfort using Natural Ventilation
(Climate Consultant 5)
ASHRAE 55 ADAPTIVE COMFORT MODEL
DEFINITION
90
% Acceptability Limits (80% or 90%)
26.2 Minimum Mean Monthly Outdoor DB Temp. (33.5
degrees C or less)
28.3 Maximum Mean Monthly Outdoor DB Temp. (33.5
degrees C or less)
23.4 Comfort Low – Minimum Operative Temperature
in this Climate (Degrees C)
29.1 Comfort High – Maximum Operative Temperature
in this Climate (Degrees C)
(Note: Air Velocity is controlled by opening and closing
windows)
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Figure 6 Psychometric Chart for Jakarta showing an
adaptive comfort strategy (Weather Tool, 2010)
The optimal block orientation to enable wind
movement in the larger streets is 150°-165° (Figure 7
below), similar to the optimal orientation to minimize
solar heat gain. Since the streets of the master plan are
laid out for the breezes to flow down the major streets,
design measures to induce breezes in the minor streets
are required as well as guidelines insure building
designs maximize breezes.

Figure 8 Design Guidelines for Wind

DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR SHADING

Figure 7 Optimal Block Orientation
Due to the limitations of CFD modeling for turbulent
flow calculations, principles of wind behavior
identified through wind tunnel analysis of past projects
were used to formulate a set of wind design guidelines
shown in Figure 8.

Shading can reduce direct solar heat gain to facades. In
order to develop Design Guidelines for the residential
buildings, shading devices where optimized using
Autodesk Solar Tool. This particular study is effective
at the master plan level because shading devices will
not only help to reduce the cooling loads in the project,
resulting in lower microclimate temperatures, but also
because the can create a strong cohesive design
aesthetic for the project. Creating master plan
guidelines related to the use of shading devices can
also help to ensure that they are used properly for
maximum effectiveness. The components of this
functional design element, broken up by façade are
outlined in varying degrees of shade cover in Figures
8-11 on the following page. The strategy selected for
the design may be based on a number of factors
including the building’s overall percentage exposure
and program type on the interior.
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façade when the sun is low, making angled vertical
shading devices an effective strategy. Shading devices
in this example are about 1/3 as wide as the window is
tall, but their effectiveness can be attributed to the 60
degree angle.
Figure 9 North Façade Shading Optimization using
Solar Tool
The north receives direct solar exposure during the
winter months. Midday, the sun is high, so a horizontal
shading device about half as deep as the window width
will shade the entire glazing. During the morning and
afternoon, the sun is low and nearly parallel to the
north façade, making vertical shading devices an
effective strategy. Shading devices in this example are
only about 1/4 as wide as the window is tall.

Figure 10 South Shading Optimization using Solar
Tool
The south receives direct exposure during the summer
months. Midday, the sun is high, and a horizontal
shading device about 1/4 as deep as the window is
wide will shade the entire glazing. In the morning and
afternoon, the sun is low and nearly parallel to the
south façade, making vertical shading devices an
effective strategy. Shading devices in this example are
only about 1/5 as wide as the window is tall.

Figure 12 East Shading Optimization using Solar Tool
On the east, the midday sun altitude is high at 11:00am
and after 12:00pm, no longer hits this façade. A
horizontal shading device about half as deep as the
window is wide will shade most of the glazing. The
east receives direct solar exposure in the morning
throughout the year. In March, the morning sun is
perpendicular to this façade when the sun is low,
making angled vertical shading devices an effective
strategy. Shading devices in this example are about 1/3
as wide as the window is tall, but their effectiveness
can be attributed to the 60 degree angle.
A comprehensive shading strategy for a master plan
should also include shading of the pedestrian realm to
enhance the usability of plazas and encourage walking.
An Autodesk Ecotect Shading Study of two different
horizontal canopy designs (Figure 13 below) shows
that annual solar exposure can be reduced by 33%46%.

Figure 11 West Shading Optimization using Solar Tool
On the west, the midday sun does not hit the façade
until around 13:00, and the altitude is still high at
14:00. A horizontal shading device about 1/4 as deep
as the window is wide will shade most of the glazing.
In the morning and afternoon, the west receives direct
solar exposure in the afternoon throughout the year. In
March, the afternoon sun is perpendicular to this

Figure 13 Design Guidelines for Pedestrian Shading
Shading structures or trees can eliminate or reduce
direct solar exposure throughout the day which can
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reduce the amount of heat stored in hard surfaces and
mitigate the urban heat island effect. Resulting design
guidelines require trees or canopies covering >50% of
pedestrian-oriented hardscaped areas. This percentage
was derived from LEED Building Design and
Construction 2009 requirements for heat island
reduction.

CONCLUSION
The Sustainable Design Guidelines which were
formulated through an in depth analysis of the climate,
local typologies, and potential strategies significantly
contributed to the final design and layout of the master
plan. These Guidelines aim to provide the local
Jakartan developer and architects with applicable
design principles that would help to establish a
community that is more sustainable than neighboring
communities. Resulting strategies from the sustainable
design guidelines include: buildings arranged to buffer
each other against eastern solar gains, denser blocks
oriented north-south to reduce surfaces exposed to the
east, solar envelope geometries to encourage daylight,
street width to building height ratio to improve
daylight penetration to the buildings and promote
breezes, and shading from urban canopies for
pedestrians and louvers for the buildings. The final
design fully integrates the results of the analysis and
uses the Sustainable Design Guidelines to inform the
form and configuration of the new development.
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